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Savvy Job Interview Preparation.

Tired of boring
meetings??

Thank you to all the folks who saw the article below from the
Career Rescue blog and brought it to my attention. It
succinctly highlights some solid points about preparing for
and succeeding at your next interview.

Need Career Coaching?

Going in cold or winging is never a good idea. And using
canned answers makes you sound over-prepared or robotic.
So read below to learn how to use my fail-safe interview
answer formula. Enjoy.
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Can your interview practice jeopardize a job offer?

By Kim Thompson

When asked about job search concerns most people usually
rank interviewing skills high on their list of worries along
with resumes and networking. Being concerned reflects
sensitivity toward landing a good job and that helps keep you
mindful of how important it is to prepare for questions.
Any successful job candidate will tell you that preparing for
an interview is a smart strategy, and without practice you are
apt to overlook building rapport with the interviewer.
It's the not the preparation for an interview that jeopardizes
a potential job offer rather it's the timing of your practice.
large percentage of job candidates accept interview
invitations as a way to practice answering questions with an
employer and that can be a mistake especially if the
interview is the job you really want.
Job candidates often find themselves experiencing two
extremes when practicing interviewing skills; relying on
memory to recall accomplishments or trying to memorize
answers.
Even though a recent job candidate had good intentions of
building rapport during an interview he made the mistake of
relying on his ability to recall accomplishments. His strategy
was to review possible interview questions but never practice
them out loud, thinking his style would impress the
interviewer with a more authentic tone unrehearsed.
He was not invited back for a second interview. What went
wrong? He practiced interviewing during his interview rather
than preparing ahead of time by relying on spontaneity and
memory.
Winging an interview is not good practice, there is no
forgiveness on the first round and what you say will be the
forming blocks of a perception.
Memorizing answers can be just as risky - another candidate
over-prepared for his interview by rehearsing questions
ahead of time as to what he would say and when. He
practiced with precision each possible question and had an
immediate answer ready.
He described acing the interview by answering all the
questions, in his mind he was the ideal candidate who could
meet the employer's needs.
Just like the first candidate, he was never invited for a
second interview. What went wrong? He found out from a
friend who helped him get the interview, that he
inadvertently gave the interviewer a "robotic" perception,
answers without emotions.
While he was quoting results oriented accomplishments left
and right, the interviewer quit listening and turned her focus
to his behavior in answering the questions not his results.

How can you practice interview questions without
jeopardizing a job offer?
Dr. Paul Powers, author of Don't Wear Flip-Flops to Your
Interview And Other Obvious Tips That You Should Be
Following to Get the Job You Want, recommends a formula
for practicing interview questions that will supercharge your
answers. His formula is: experience + knowledge + personal
characteristics.
According to Dr. Powers, basically every interview question is
composed of a two-part question.
1. Can you basically do the job? Your knowledge, experience
and skills that confirm you have the technical or hard data to
actually do the job.
2. How would you be doing the job differently from others?
This question confirms your personality, personal
characteristics or unique blend of skills that makes you
different - the soft data. His formula works for questions that
you can't always prepare for ahead of time and those that
you can predict.
By answering question one without question two, your
answers tend to be flat and impersonal. It doesn't help you
stand out from the crowd.
In retrospect answering question two without question one
can be too generic and too vague sounding. It doesn't
address the basic concern - "Can you do the job?"
Consider using the two basic steps as a guide when
discussing your background and skills with a potential
employer. Using these steps will help you appear both
genuine and prepared for the interview.
LifeMap (sm) is about helping you succeed in your career
and life by using what the experts have found to be helpful
to others.

CAREER BEST SELLER
For the past 30 years I've surveyed
successful job hunters and captured
their proven shortcuts, insider
knowledge and time-saving / stressreducing tips.
My new book Don't Wear Flip-Flops to
Your Interview is packed with
strategies and techniques that are
practical, market-proven, and easy to
use. Added to this powerful mix, are
the hard-won lessons from the
personal experiences of thousands of
professionals who have succeeded in
the job changing game. It is not
necessary for you to struggle to
rediscover and reinvent the job hunting process.Here you will
find the keys to a more productive, shorter and less stressful
job search.

Tired of boring meetings??
Have Dr. Paul speak at your next off-site meeting or
conference. Fast-moving, practical, motivating presentations
from an acknowledged leader in the field of career and
personal success.
http://www.drpaulpowers.com/speakingschedule.html
Need Career Coaching?
The best investment you can make is in your career, your
future and yourself.
email drpaul@drpaulpowers.com
LifeMap (sm) is about empowering you to bring the best
ideas and practices to your workplace.
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